
Packing problems

▶ Packing problems are ubiquitous in our lives.

▶ For eg: Packing your luggage for travel, filling up your groceries in carry bags, etc.

▶ Some of the most popularly studied packing problems are Bin Packing, Strip Packing and the Knapsack
problem.

▶ All of these problems are NP-hard, which motivates the study of approximation algorithms for them.

▶ In this talk, we will look at a variant of the Strip Packing problem motivated by practical constraints.
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The Strip Packing problem

Strip Packing (SP)

Input: Given a vertical half-strip [0,W ] × [0,∞) of integral width and a set of n axis-aligned

rectangles (also called items) I = {1, 2, ..., n}, where for each rectangle i we are given an integral
width wi and an integral height hi.

Goal: Output a feasible translational packing of all items in the half-strip such that the maximum
height of the top edge of a packed item is minimized.
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PTAS and PPTAS

▶ For minimization problems, an algorithm A has approximation ratio α if it returns a solution ALG
such that over all instances I ∈ I

ALG(I)
OPT(I) ≤ α

PTAS: A polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) takes as input an instance I of the problem and a
parameter ε and produces a solution ALG such that

ALG(I) ≤ (1 + ε)OPT(I)

PPTAS: A pseudo-polynomial time approximation scheme (PPTAS) is a PTAS when the numeric data in the
input is polynomially bounded in the input length.
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Motivation for SP

▶ SP has been well studied since the 1980s.

▶ It is a generalization of Bin Packing and Makespan Minimization.

▶ SP naturally arises in applications in which we want to cut out rectangular pieces of a sheet of raw material.
For eg. wood, cloth, metal, etc. The objective is to minimize the amount of wasted material.

▶ Scheduling independent tasks on a group of processors, each requiring a certain number of contiguous
processors or memory allocation during a certain length of time, can also be modeled as a strip packing
problem.

(a) Bin Packing (b) Makespan Minimization
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Previous work on SP

Authors Run time Type of items Approximation ratio

Coffman et
al.’80

polynomial rectangles 3

Steinberg’97 polynomial rectangles 2
Harren et
al.’11

polynomial rectangles ( 5
3
+ ε)

Kenyon-
Rémila’96

polynomial rectangles APTAS

Jansen-
Rau’19

pseudo-polynomial rectangles ( 5
4
+ ε)

Jansen et
al.’08

polynomial squares PTAS

Abrahamsen
et al.’21

polynomial convex polygons ≈ 32.7

Table: Strip packing approximation results

▶ Approximation hardness of 3
2
for SP in polynomial time.

▶ Approximation hardness of 5
4
for SP in pseudo-polynomial time.
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Guillotine Strip Packing (GSP)

▶ Many of the applications of SP necessitate that the cuts are end-to-end cuts. For eg: stock cutting.

▶ This motivates the definition of guillotine separable packings.

▶ Guillotine separable packings are feasible packings in which the items can be separated by a sequence of
axis parallel end-to-end cuts.

▶ In GSP, we seek a guillotine separable packing of minimum height.

▶ NP-hard to solve optimally.
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Guillotine packing application

tmachines.com provides optimization software for cutting stock

tmachines.com


Guillotine Cuts

▶ An example of a 5-stage guillotine separable packing.

▶ Alternating vertical and horizontal cut stages.

▶ Recurse in subdivided compartment.
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Previous work on Guillotine cuts

▶ Guillotine cuts have been studied extensively since the 1970s starting with the work of
[Christofides-Whitlock’77] in the domains of Computational Geometry, Operations Research, etc.

▶ [Mitchell’96] gave a PTAS for the Euclidean Steiner tree and TSP problem using guillotine cuts.

▶ [Bansal et al.’05] gave an APTAS for the 2D Guillotine Bin Packing problem.

▶ Guillotine cuts have been studied in the context of Maximum Independent Set in Rectangles problem.

▶ [Khan et al.’21] gave a PPTAS for the 2D Guillotine Knapsack problem.
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Hardness

Hardness of SP assuming P≠NP

▶ [Henning et al.’20] showed that there exists no pseudo-polynomial time algorithm with
approximation ratio ( 5

4
− ε) for SP.

▶ There exists no polynomial time algorithm with approximation ratio ( 3
2
− ε) for SP.

Hardness of GSP assuming P≠NP

▶ There exists no exact pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for GSP. Reduction from Bin
Packing, which is Strongly NP-Hard.

▶ There exists no polynomial time algorithm with approximation ratio ( 3
2
− ε) for GSP.

Reduction from the Partition problem.
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Our Results

Theorem 1

There exists a PPTAS for the Guillotine Strip Packing problem. That is, there exists a (1 + ε)-
approximation algorithm running in time (nW )Oε(1).

Theorem 2

There exists a ( 3
2
+ ε)-approximation algorithm for the Guillotine Strip Packing problem running

in time n
Oε(1).

Our Results are tight!
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Classification of items

▶ Guess the optimum height OPT in pseudo-polynomial time. For constants δ, µ such that ε ≥ δ ≥ µ ≥ 0,
classify the items.

▶ Classification of items:

◆ large if wi > δW and OPT/2 ≥ hi > δOPT;

◆ horizontal if wi > δW and hi ≤ µOPT;

◆ vertical if wi ≤ δW and hi > δOPT;

◆ small if wi ≤ µW and hi ≤ µOPT;

◆ medium if either δOPT ≥ hi > µOPT; or δW ≥ wi > µW and hi ≤ µOPT;
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High level idea

▶ Transform any optimum height guillotine packing OPT to another packing OPT
′
of height (1 + ε)OPT

using guillotine cuts.

▶ OPT
′
is such that the items are packed in constant number of boxes and L-compartments.

▶ Transform the packing in the boxes and L-compartments to a nice packing for all types of boxes.
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▶ Box B contains small items i packed using NFDH such that wi ≤ εw(B) and hi ≤ εh(B).
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High level idea of the PPTAS

▶ Therefore, all the items can be packed in height OPT
′
in a constant number of boxes nicely.

▶ Such a box packing can be guessed in pseudo-polynomial time.

▶ Guess a rectangular box by its breadth, height and coordinates of the bottom-left corner (OPT
2 ×W

2

possibilities).

▶ Items can be assigned to the boxes via a standard dynamic program similar to the one for knapsack.

▶ Finally, compute a nice packing of items inside these boxes.
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Polynomial time (3
2
+ ε) approximation packing

▶ Packing attained by using the PPTAS packing as a blueprint.

▶ Unlike in the pseudo-polynomial time regime, we cannot pack all the items nicely in boxes.

▶ Define tall items to have a height strictly greater than 1
2
OPT.

▶ Even if one tall item remains unpacked using the PTAS for GAP (Generalized Assignment problem), the
packing height exceeds 3

2
OPT.

▶ To fix this, we pack all the tall items separately in a bottom-left-flushed manner. Rest of the items are
packed nicely in the boxes.

▶ To account for errors in packing the vertical items, we pack a rectangular strip B
∗
of height 1

2
OPT, for

which we need an extra height of 1
2
OPT in the packing.
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▶ To fix this, we pack all the tall items separately in a bottom-left-flushed manner. Rest of the items are
packed nicely in the boxes.

▶ To account for errors in packing the vertical items, we pack a rectangular strip B
∗
of height 1

2
OPT, for

which we need an extra height of 1
2
OPT in the packing.
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Tall items touching the bottom of the half-strip

▶ Consider any optimum height guillotine separable packing.

▶ For any horizontal guillotine cut, the current rectangular piece R is separated into two rectangular pieces
R1 (on top) and R2.

▶ Only one of R1, R2 can have a tall item.

▶ If R1 contains a tall item, then swap R1 with R2 without violating guillotine separability of the packing.

▶ Repeatedly use this operation until every tall item touches the bottom of the half-strip.
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Rearrangements to obtain the final packing

▶ Start with the structured container packing used for obtaining the PPTAS.

▶ By an averaging argument over the width of the half-strip, there exists a horizontal segment l
∗
at height h

∗

of sufficient width to pack B
∗
on top of it.

▶ Translate all the containers packed completely above h
∗
vertically upward by 1

2
OPT and pack B

∗
above l

∗
.

This packing is of height ( 3
2
+ ε)OPT and is guillotine separable.
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Rearrangements to obtain the final packing

▶ Some containers might be intersecting the horizontal line segment [0,W ] × {h∗}.
▶ Translate them vertically upwards according to their vertical positions in the packing.

▶ Rearrange the tall containers using guillotine cuts so that the tall items can be packed finally in a
bottom-left-flushed manner.
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Conclusion and Open problems

▶ We completely resolve the problem in terms of approximation in the polynomial and pseudo-polynomial
time setting.

▶ Due to the property of guillotine separability, we are able to pack items nicely in boxes.

Open Problems:

▶ For general SP, the question remains to find a ( 3
2
+ ε)-approximation if possible in polynomial time.

▶ PTAS for 2D guillotine knapsack.

▶ Pach-Tardos Conjecture in the context of Maximum Independent Set in Rectangles: Given n
non-overlapping axis parallel rectangles, it is possible to separate at least n/2 rectangles using guillotine
cuts.
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